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Welcome to Bella 

Bella is a Chicago-area specialty manufacturer of custom architectural entry and display products to 

the glazing industry.  Our philosophy is quite simple:  we treat our customers like partners by 

understanding and fulfilling their individual needs with products of the highest quality at 

competitive prices.  Call and see why our principals and associates have been satisfying the needs of 

architects, engineers, designers and builders for over 30 years. 

 

Redefining Value 

Timeliness, responsiveness and reliability are all essential components of quality customer service.  But it takes 

more to form a partnership.  By taking time to understand your business, your challenges and your opportunities, 

we are able to provide insight and advice that “order takers” can not offer.  From rough concept and design 

through engineering and manufacturing, Bella associates are dedicated to helping you achieve your potential.  

Made in the U.S.A.  

In Italian, Bella means beautiful.  But to Italians the word is used to do more 

than describe something as attractive.  Italians use Bella to project emotion, 

passion, intensity and commitment.   And to us Bella is more than a name.  

Bella describes the passion we have for crafting exquisite architectural 

hardware.  Your custom product will be thoughtfully engineered using the 

highest quality raw materials, the latest manufacturing technology and hand 

finishing techniques passed down by generations of old world craftsmen.   

 

EENNGGIINNEEEERRIINNGG  &&  MMAANNUUFFAACCTTUURRIINNGG

We treat our customers like partners by understanding and fulfilling their 

individual needs with products of the highest quality at competitive prices 
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Out of the Ordinary 

There are those who would never consider buying off-the-rack. For them 

ordinary simply will not do.  Custom entry hardware makes a statement about 

the individual or company behind the door.  We understand and appreciate the 

care that goes into crafting an extraordinary image and we use that same care in 

crafting exquisite custom architectural products.  Whether forged, cast, shaped 

or laser cut, no request is beyond our ability to delight you.  When ordinary 

simply won’t do, call Bella … simply beautiful.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CCUUSSTTOOMM  HHAARRDDWWAARREE
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Grand and Elegant 

Our full-height pulls provide strength, endurance and beauty to grand 

entrances.  Our standard full-height pulls are fabricated from common bar 

stock in a number of variations.  Have a custom application?  Bella can help 

you to design a custom pull to suit virtually any need.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

FFUULLLL  --  HHEEIIGGHHTT  PPUULLLLSS

Depth and Richness 

Wood provides depth, richness and warmth that metal alone can not.  We offer 

custom wood entry and display products in a variety of colors and hardness to 

suit any application.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

WWOOOODD  PPRROODDUUCCTTSS  
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Uniquely You 

Add a touch of class to glass.  Though we offer a wide variety of standard 

signage and display products, don’t hesitate to ask us about our custom 

applications.  From castings and laser cut products to fasteners and stand-offs, 

Bella can help set you apart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Versatility and Value 

Standard pulls and entry products are manufactured and priced for value.  Our 

most popular one inch straight and offset tubular products are available in 

nearly every imaginable finish.  Want to add a custom look to a standard pull?  

Ask us about our custom coating technology, a Bella exclusive!  

 

 

 

 

 

SSTTAANNDDAARRDD  PPUULLLLSS

DDIISSPPLLAAYY && SSIIGGNNAAGGEE
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The Finishing Touch 

What really sets Bella custom hardware apart is the 

finish.  We are in relentless pursuit of technology and 

techniques for enhancing the brilliance of your finished 

product.  Listed here are some of our more popular 

finishes but we look forward to meeting your most 

challenging requests. 

 

 

Metal Finishing & Custom Coatings 

Whether your product is nearly complete or needs reworking, let Bella finish it right.  Material analysis, color matching and design 

assessments are among the services we offer to assist you in crafting exquisite entry, display or custom hardware products.    

 Coating 

 Plating 

 Polishing 

 Refinishing 

 Material Analysis 

 Engineering 

 Design 

 

 

CCOONNSSUULLTTIINNGG  &&  SSEERRVVIICCEESS
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Base Metal Description US Code BHMA Code
Aluminum Satin US27 627
Aluminum Clear Anodized US28 628
Aluminum Light Bronze Anodized — —
Aluminum Medium Bronze Anodized — —
Aluminum Dark Bronze Anodized — 710
Aluminum Extra Dark Bronze Anodized — —
Aluminum Black Anodized — 711
Aluminum White Powder Coat — —
Aluminum Red Powder Coat — —
Aluminum Black Powder Coat — —
Brass Polished Clear Coated US3 605
Brass Polished No Lacquer US3NL —
Brass Satin Clear Coated US4 606
Brass Satin Oxidized Relieved US5 609
Brass Satin Nickel Plated Clear Coated US15 619
Brass Satin Nickel Blackened Relieved Clear Coated US15A 620
Brass Flat Black Coated US19 622
Brass Polished Chrome Plated US26 625
Brass Satin Chrome Plated US26D 626
Bronze Polished Clear Coated US9 611
Bronze Satin Clear Coated US10 612
Bronze Satin Oxidized Oil Rubbed US10B 613
Bronze Satin Oxidized Clear Coated US10BL 614
Bronze Satin Dark Statuary US20A 624
Stainless Steel Polished US32 629
Stainless Steel Satin US32D 630



The Bella Difference… 

For more than three decades our associates have been producing some of the finest 

architectural hardware products in the industry.  Our engineers and artisans have been 

schooled in the tradition of the old world craftsman who preceded them.  Craftsman who 

lived and died by words like Quality, Value, Service and Integrity.  Craftsman with a 

unique respect for fine materials and the machines that form them but who also understood 

that quality results not from tools alone but from the skilled hands that use them.  People 

who put the pride in “made in the USA.” 

At Bella old world craftsmanship and today’s advanced technologies combine to create truly 

exquisite entry and display products.  Come experience the Bella difference.   

simply beautiful

 

 

Bella Architectural Products & Mfg., Inc.

16910 South Lathrop

Harvey, IL  60426
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